Get in and out of higher vehicles effortlessly with Bruno's Valet Plus - the most versatile of the Valet Signature Seating line. The Valet Plus turning automotive seat is individually dealer pre-programmed to power rotate, extend and lower to an optimal height at the press of a button. Take advantage of therapeutic seat heat and other comfort-enhancing options. It’s time to enjoy running errands and road trips again.

- Fully powered: rotates, extends, moves up/down
- One-button operation via hand-held control
- Power forward/backward
- Full recline with levers on both sides of seat
- Integrated flip-up footrest
- Scratch resistant easy-to-clean materials
- Original seat is removed and unmodified; easily reinstalled
- Long-lasting: reinstall in another applicable vehicle*
- Safe: meets or exceeds applicable federal safety standards
- Manual backup system for peace of mind
- Eligible for auto manufacturer potential rebates*
- 3-year limited warranty

* Contact Bruno dealer for details

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Weight Capacity: 370 lb (168 kg)
Position: Driver or passenger side
Location: First or second row
Vehicle Types: CUVs, hatchbacks, minivans, pickups, SUV’s, full-size vans

Learn more at www.bruno.com
VALET® PLUS OPTIONS

Metro Tech Fabric
See material swatches for accurate color representation.

Flexsteel
America’s Seating Specialist

Uf Ultrafabrics

GREENGUARD® Indoor Air Quality Certified

VALET® PLUS

Posture vest and positioning belt.
Child seat LATCH kit.
Armrests

Heated Seat Option

Ultraleather™ Plus
See material swatches for accurate color representation.
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